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Work never hurt
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George Shapiro, the center of attention after speaking out against the proposed new curriculum.
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At an emergency session held last Thumay

evening in Kline Commons, the Student Fori.nn
debated and questioned tre proposals of tre

SPORTS

.

Presidential Commission
on the Curriculum. In addition to the cuniculum
discussion and routine
business, the Forum
passed a resolution in
support of the allegations
by international students
that Bard Coli~ is guilty
of unfair hiring practices.
Educational Policies Committee Cl1air Renee
Cramer explained. that thepwposeof the Forum
was to present a ''oole'ent staterrent of student
smtiment'' to theFacultySenate before they vote
upon the proposal "It's not like we're going to
vote and they're going to do what we want," she
stated as tre EPC members hied to field the
questions and roocems of trose in attendance,
largely first-year students. All current students
are covered nnder a grandfather clause and and
will not be affected by any possible curriculum
changes.
Three rrembers of the faculty attended the
Fonnn in order to record tre corcems of the
student body. Profes&:>rs William Mullen, the
Clair of the Commission; Michelle Dominy,

Secretaty of the Faculty Senate; and Bill Griffith
~ in attendarx:e to ans\t\lef factual questions
and observe the proCeedings. Studmt Life 01air
Sally Mehrtens urgOO. the Forum to pay attention
to the details of the proposal ard un>t the politics
surrounding it" However, the tore and language
of the proJX>SCll were causes for concern among
many students.
''The v.:ay something is said sometimes speaks
louder than what is said;' rommented Erin law,
who claimed responsibility for putting up the
signs in Kline and the Student Center urging
peopletoattendtheFonun. "Thetoneofthiswas
very pa.tronizing..Jt also depended upon faulty
research aOO. faulty statistics." One of tre sta~
ments from the report to which Law took offense
was that students 'Jregularly embarrass the College by their postj:x>nements [of cotll're requirements] to the 9:1'\ioryear." law insisted. that sioce
class registration will not be made any easier, it is
the fault of the College that many c..'Ol1l'reS are not
available to non-majors until their senior year.
Some students were also offended by the statement from Admissions that "focused intellectual
passion could be daronstrated in the case of
about10o/oefthema.triculatingFreshman" George
Shapiro expressro his opnion about this allegationbyexclaiming/'futellectualpassion'-Idon't
even ~w what that rreans...Tirlsis the product

of arcane politics. Why do we have to add such

magnificent layers ofbureauaacy?''
''This is just bad politics," continued Sl:apiro,
roncemed with the faculty's disassociation from
student interests. ''The international students are
trying to get a voice, students are trying to have a
littleinputintheirowneducation--thereisoo little
respect on this aunpus, between students and
adrninistrntion,betweenstudentsandstudcnts.-"
Mullenrespondedtothe"10%" dausebysaying

that it "distresses me to no end how this has been
taken out of proportion/' ACXDrding to Mullen.
the statistic was just a "high fallutin' way" of
reporting how many incoming students arc certainof whattheywanttoma,Prin.''ltisnota value
judgement on the quality of the students/' he
stipulated.'~ perceptionammg tre faculty is
that there is more intellectual passion than ever,
and everyyear I'vetaughtherestudentshave had
more intellectual passion than the last.''
"It seems that IrDStpeople are offended by the
assumptions and that this is sorrething chic to be
OPJX>sed to," COI1lillffited Jaron Van Dricsche.
'1hey're not looking at what it's doing but the
language through which it is prea1ted." Van

Drieschewcntontoexpresshisbclicfthatthencw
curriculum would expand students' horizons
and that it."creatcs a rontext where new idros
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anti-ad;mct in spirit"
· rouldberoachedwithoutsayingwhat 13oekh>rst.'~proposaldoesn'tJ:ook
The issue of the "magnificent layers
those ide1S should be."
up on provocative issues of diversity. of bureaucracy'' was further quesThis is interesting for only a few tioned. Sarah Friedrich complained
QuestionsofR~
people.•Jt is a chan:e missed and di- thattteproJX>Sal wasJargelyrosmetic
versity is not addressed enough/' Te in nature and only complicated an
The most contested aspect of the Boekrorstwenton to :reportthatonly already imperfect system. She asked,
proposal is the introduction of Col- one-thiidoftheCommissiOl'\lrell'lbers 'Why not work with what we have?
lege Courses. Uroer the proposal, were WOirel\ and that the Cornrni5" Why just change what it looks like?"''
students woilldberequired to partici- sion included one person of color.
Under the tr<>posal, students do
plte in a semester-long course each
Shapiro questioned wretra'onlOt rot graduate from departlrents but
academic year. Modelled after fresh- the Commission actually believed participatein 11Programs," which may
man seminar, fre First Year rourse students would be attracted to the bepre-existingorper~mallydesigned
would be Ancient Worlds, followed by College CoUl'SeS. nrrhe ootion that by the student Moderation and the
Logic and Rhetoric, Historiad Moments ;more students would (l)1re here to Senior Pro1-'ctare still extant but new
and finally ConJemporary Issues. Con- take this course is bizatre:' re said, structures such as the three professor
cerns were expressed that these re- citing his own bad experiences with Program Board arrl department-like
quirements would limit the overall Freshman Seminar to the sympathies Program Comrnitieewould reesfalr
choices which students could make of many in attendance.
lished. Law ~ed this idea as
when formulating their ~ules ,
Members of the EPC attempted to unfeasible, asking, "How am I going
but the EPC countered that the pro- clarify the issue by explaining that tofindthreeprofessorswillingtowork
posal actually requires two fewer professors from all departments -will with me for two woole.years, especourses than the OllTellt curriculwn. be teaching theCoursesinfourorfive cially with high tum-over rate of the
Ore student stated: '1f I'mfoo:ed to small teami,therebyofferingstudents professors we want to work withr'
She also accused theCommissionof
take something.I take it less seriously. something to choose from while tak"
Thisammmtstoanentireserresterwe ingthe~rubric.KateCamevale relying upon ~~faulty statistics and
have no choice in.'1 "Education is our countered that, "If the faculty has this faulty research" about inooming stuchoicea:rd notsorrethingthat isdone much flexibility, wouldn'titjustmake dents, and senior's interests in gradutousforourowngood,"heconcluded . sense to take thcir~regu1arly?'i ate schools. Cramer defended the
The"Eurocentrism" ofthe proposed Mullen responded to a question ron- Commission by stating that fue nccesrubrics was called into question as ccrning adjunct farulty for Freshman Saty statistics had not been prop:Tly
wcll. 'This seems to be trore of the Seminarby stating tha ttheproposalis recorded and -were therefore una vailsameoldstuff," ro:rntrented Olivierte

Classifieds & personals
Cruise Ship Employment Now
hiring srudents. $300/$900 wkly.
Summer/Full Tune. Tomguides,Gift
. Shop Sales, Deck Hands, Bartenders,
Casiro Dealers, Etc. World travel Caribbeat\ Alaska, Europe, Hawaii.
No Expetience Nex:essary. Call 1-602680-0323. Ext. 23
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pus mail to the:MFA office or call us at and at ro:rre.l.Dve always, Jeana.
ext.481.
Graduating mor neros to sublet
anaparbnentforthesummer.Hyou'd
like to have a neat, quiet and dean
person stay in yourplace, please drop
a note to Box 1019.

The Queer van Dyke Show. The

sounds of lavender. Music by Gay,
Lesbian + Bisexual artists (arrl thOse
who we wish were) lNith a splash of
alternative. More music than you can
shake a stick at! Try us! Fridays46pm

0n WBC54.0 AM.
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE-DO.. For sale: Relatively new SONY
NOf CALL TI-lE ABOVE NUM· DISCl\1AN: 8x oversampling, Dual
BER.
DI A converter system, CD compact
player, Mega Bass. ~ comes
Global Studies- Englard, Kenya, with JX>wer adapter and stereo hook]a?IDt Orina., Costa Rica, India, Israel. upcable. $100.000130. Pleasecbntact
Self-designed study, emphasizingex- Box 1156.
periential educatioo, rocia1 responsibility. Self-designed study programs
Do you need a Russian tutor? I am
incorporating virtually any field of a Russian native speaker who can
interest. Cfedits transferable to your help for a :rnxierate fee of course.
rollege. Friends World Program, Box Please contact Box 1156.

ABC 239 Montauk Highway.,
Southampton, NY 11968 (516) 283-

The World is Round-o Round and
us :reclOOlds are superior beings and
oversexed and sugared. The blondes
are out to get us. So Hey Diddle Dee
answerrnethisriddle. Heydiddledo
tell rre why it snowed. It was the

att:ackofthe50-footWOinalHUldshe's
neversatisfied"Dartanian. I wantyour
sex!

uDesperation Strikes" Control
mankird, My poor Willy, Beyond,

For sale: Brand new canvas, plaid The Left Over Limits, dot dot dot dot
Dr. Martins. Absolutely no leatrer. dot And the wavelength ended in a
Warrens size8.$90 OBO. Pleruecon- tire, Bea.chberry Ballnutz.
House cleaning and baby-sitting tact box 863 to check them out.
Hey Topo Gigio, '1<ees me you
services available any hours Fri.-Sun.
Having tax problems? I'll do your idiot." Respectfully yours, the boy
Pay regotiable. Contact ?52-7545.
tax return and even mail it for you. witrout the pieces of the pie.
Sublets wanted: If you would like Fast, ~p ard computer accurate.
tosubletyourap:n1Ir6ltorhousefor CallDave758-6317.
:Madame~Gypsyregretsthatthe
thesummertogmduatestudentsand
vibes she receivro were not in harfaculty, please write down pertiralt
Eric, Dan+ Mitch: I miss you guys! II01Y with the aligned planets. She
400).

able. As fo row
the proposal
would affa.i: applying io graduate
schools,
Mullen stated
that different
schools are looking for different
h1c:kgrouOOsand
the proposal
wouldbeidealfor
law schools and
the like.
When asked
why trere were
no formal provisions made for

studentinputinto

the proposal,
C:ranner
responded that tre
faculty would
have to live with
their decisions
longer than the
students would.
Mullen also explained that transfer
students and those who spend academic tirre abroad would not be penalized by the new system.
Max Hocber conunentcd that he

the administration to work with representatives of the international rommunity to find an "immediate structural solution" to the unfair hiring
practices.

approved of the proposal as a way to
Fieldingqucstionsabouttheresolu"
expand the intellectual interests of tion,. te Bockhorst defined the situadose--minded students. '1t would tion as due primarily to "the ao:nuntavoid people limiting themselves too ing practices of Bard College'' which
rnuch,''resaid.'Noreo£~ make it xrore expensive for departwould affect the positive experiences ments to hire international workers.
of Bani and would help those inter- Te Boekhorst had approached the
ested in leamillg as much about new administration with a proposal that
things as they can."
wouldnn-elyrearrangeexistingfunds
"I'm disappointed that the faculty to make it equally advant:agrous to
wenttootherscllOolsforideasinstead hire work-study or international stuof talking to us here," commented dents. The proposal wasrejected,and
Law. "The fact that students weren't te Boekhorst felt that the
incorporated was a vexybigmistake," adrninistration'sobjcctionsarosefrom
added Van Driesche. ~~A lot of prob- notaddressing the real issue and mislernsandcomplaintscould have been understandings of the situation. "It's
avoided with student involvement" the only tirre in four years that rve
The EPC will be giving a report to the heard Bard say that they have trouble
Faculty Senate, along with ropics of spcndingrrorey,"recornrrented.The
any student documents they receive resolution passed with no opposition
roncerning the proposal. In an infor- and teBoekhorstinfonned the Forum
malvote,onlyonememberof~EPC thatreprescntativesoftheintemational
approved tre proposal. A campus-- rommunity will be meeting with
wide referendum vote will also be President Botstein to try toresolvethe
conducted to clarify student opinion, problem.
and will be presented to the5enateby
In other Forum news, the elmion
April 1st.
for one Science and Mathematics seat
on the EPC was tabled until the next
International Resolution
forum. Mehrtens stated thattheSLCis
workingonschedulingtheclubspace
Before the discussion of trecurricu- in theStudentCenter, aStudentPatrol
l~the Forum tmanimously passed to tty tocwb theft and vandalismand
aresolution~a gestureofsupportfor a Spring Fling complete with bands
the international students and their and a barbecue on registration day.
efforts to end Bard's discriminatory She also repeated Assistant to the
hiring practices. Te Boekhorstspon- Vice-President Jim Brudvig's promooredtheresoiution;whichdelinooted ise that the long-awaited phone dithe StUdent As&xiation's intolercmce recto:ry would be distributed by the

Ai#infotmationandsendittl)(Q~~-·.~HQPe~gi§_.~t~~·.·.~~(t~~~BP.:?lu:·tiJ~~t~$~-~~~:~~~U!~~=l~!vtr,,.~~~.·~~~~-f.~.~~~:·.~·-.~J-~4--~~~~Y:
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On Friday, February 19, 1993, to Bard College, Papadimitriou· exEdward Regan, a top Republican of plained that Regan's responsibility
NewYorkstate,announcedhisres- will be to tte Institute, not to Bard
ignation from College, but that the choice of Regan
the
State could mise nroia for Bard College.
Comptroller Reganisnotonlyanaccountantbuta
post he had writer and a teacher. While there are
held
since plans for him to hold lectures on
1979. He will economics which Bard students
become the would be encouraged to attend,
President of Regan will not teach any courses at
.
the Levy Eco- Bard.
The Levy Institute is familiar with
nomics Insti]:{egan who has served on its advitute of Bard.
Regan is sory board for the last two years.
currently the third highest ranking Leon Levy was a contributor to
politician in New York state gov- Regan's 1991 campaign. When
ernment. Bard's Executive Vice asked if the position was open to
President Dimitri Papadimitriou individuals whoarenoton the Levy
d:escribed Regan as one with a advisory board, Papadimitriou
"commitment to community ser- clarified that the position was open
vice" and "an admiration of gov- to all public servants, but that the
ernment.~~ In terms of special in- Levy Institute was pleased to have
sights which he could give to the Regan, someone from" our own
Institute, Regan was identified as bacl<yard." The February 19, 1993
interested incorporategovemrnent New York Times indicated that
and its responsibility to the people, Regan's salary will increase from
specifically the transferral of pen- $110,000 per year as the State
sion funds to wage earners. He has Comptroller of New York to
published various books on corpo- $175,000 per year as the President
rate government.
·
of the Levy Institute. He will also
What kind of changes does this receive a state pension of $49,370
per year from his time as a public
signify for the Levy Institute?
The position that Regan will ~ servant.
Whenquestionedaboutthech>ice
sume is one that has been recently
created, espedally for a 11public ser- of a Republiam for the position of
vant," according to Dimitri President, Papadimibiou explained
Papadimitriou. In the past,. Leon that the Levy has always been and
Botstein has served as titular Presi- still is a ron?J1isan institution. The
dent of the seven-year-old institute. Levy inalces economic forecasts,
Regan will be the chief spokesperson publishes books and papers and
forthelnstitute.Hewillactasaliason, sponsors oonferences. It has ten resiintrodudng Levy proposals to dent scholars of various persuasions
Senate rommittees for advise on and ideo]ogjes, as well as a di~
policy malcing, for example. This advisory board inducting irdividupositionwascreated withtbevisim alslilcePatMonahan. 'nis!lentispoof Hnldng the Levy Institute more rroled,''said~Nthe
closely to the dialogue about the fact that Regan is a Republiam or
US. national economy at both the Democrat bears nothing on the Instistate and national levels. When tute."' In addi~ Regan was espeasked if the institute is intimately dally "'non-politimr' about ns state
concemedwithPresidentOinton's comptroller's position. Regan will
relonns, Papadimitriou answered, assume the F'n!sidential post at the
Levy Institute on May 1, 1993.
""'Yes, among other things."'

Intennsciwhatthenewpostrn

t-Star Oravel
· Joan. L. Howe
Manager

..

.

-----------

New York State Comptroller Edward Regan; left,. will take over the Levy Institute starting this May.
~

.

:· SNOW, SNOW, and more SNOW
.

.

The Great Blizzard of '93 hit the
Eastern Seaboard on Saturday,
March 13th. Fourteen foot snow
drifts with
one hundred
mile per hour
winds, and
tornadoes
were
announced. As
of Sunday
night.. thirty-

two deaths
had been reported, fourteen of which
were tornado

related. Snow depths up and
down the East Coast ranged from:
North Carolin~ 2-3 ft; West Virginia, 2 ft; Birmington, Alabama,
15 inches; New York City, 10
Some car owners had their w«k c:ut oat foe thtm after the Blizzanl.
inches in Central Park and approximately 2 1/2 ft. in the stmnded overnight; some of them &om getting wet.
On Sunday, the stonn had pasged
Hudson Valley region of Upstate slept in Albee Social with blankets
and pillows, coDected by contened andeveyoneawoketofindthesnow,
New York.
Coverror Mario Cuotro dedared students. ~wereespedallyoold not yet shoveled, and pBed Ngh. AlNew York in a state of enegeuty. as it was hard togettheoutsidedoo:rs nnstaD the hungrystudenlswalked
Many roads were do9ed, shelters ~ once they had been forced in snow up to their knees to get to
were set up, ani people swamped open by incoming and outgoing brunch-one lore student~ se~r
the grocEry stores for supplies. In students. Some students braved the sible enough to ski to I<line.
It was indeed an exdting and poKingstoo, wrz.A-1V wentolftheair, wmtherbygoingouttosledeitheron
and me hundred customers of the plastic bags, Kline trays or their lx>t- tentiaDy dangerous blizlan:L Now
Central Hudson Gas and Electric torm Many cars were buried in the that it's over, we can only hope that
Corpomtion werewithoutpower.In parking J.o~ and students cou1d be reliefeffortsareswiftandprocl~
New Paltz, agreyhourd bus slid off seentrudgingthroughthesnowwith and applaud the B&G crews at Bard
the Thruway inFing eight people. ooatsbundled and gatbage bags tied that did such a good~ of deaning
At~severa.II<Iireworkerswere around theirlegstokeeptheirclothes up the snow Monday morning. IJ'

~~~~~~~. .~~~~~~~~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~~a.m.. .~~~-'~
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Billy Yeskel is an amiable Junior II who spent this past fall in
Israel studying at the Pardes Institute, a progressive religious
school in Jerusalem. He spent the
winter intersession before that
working on a kibbutz in Israel
proper. And what did he do on a
collective fann in the middle of
the Negev Desert?
'"I just picked melons," he says.
Kft doesn't sound very eventiul,
but it was fun." Acquaintances
ofhisfamtlybegan the collective
in 1973 as part of a project "to
turn the desert green." An ecological experiment opera ted
mostly by Americans from the
Northeast. (The volunteers were
so familiar with the tri-state area
that he only had to give the
Parkway exit number of his
hometown for people to know
where he lived). Billy volunteered to go out every day in
. groups of eight to ten people to
pick the ripened melons lying on
the ground. Then the fruit was
~ loaded into trucks and headed to
market.
"You get out thereat an absurd
hour in the morning and work
for ~ight hours ... You didn't
communicate much and if you
did you rnisconununicated, because everyone was so tired ...

We spent half the timeby singing
American pop songs from when
we were young, like the Go-Cos.
.. It was December and January,
sotheweatherwasalotlikehere,
only with less mud." He spent
the rest of his time on the ground
"in these
huge,millions and

~

~

millions of rows uprooting
melons ... and your hands would
getcutupasyourglovesfellapart .

It was really miserable. We had to
sit there and breathe the dust all
day ... My hands turned ·into
leatherbytheendoftwomonths. "
Billy has spent the last year trying to learn to play the flute. Why
the flute? ~'Probably, embarrassingly enough, because of that one
guy in [Woody Allen's] New York
Stories who plays the flute ... and,
actually,one Phil Ochssong which

EmilyGlickisa21 year old music to see it dissipate so quickly." Bemajor from the Oticago area who sides, she feels that having a radio
came to Bard after looking at sev- station at Bard is just asessential
eral larger universities on the east as E.M.S., The Observer, and
coast and finding them t1to be big DeKline are; they offer students
high-shools...at Bard there was less· .,the oportunity to get real world
. -evidence of this." Emily says she work experience.''
doesn't "really have as many probEmily's own work experiences
lems with·Bard as everyone else include electronic music, audio
seems to-." ForEmilyitiSmorethe engineering, recording, paste up
area than the school that bugs hei;
sheis "used tobeingnearabigcity,"
butlikes Bani mostly because of its •
small classes. She feels this allows
her''toknowprofessorstothepoin t
thatlhavearapportwith them...the
professors can tailor what rm
learning to me, rather than the
curriculum."

There is :trore to Emily's life, how~
ever, than just her classes. One thing
Emilyisbusyworldngonishersenior
project - an opera based on The
Tempest by William Shakespeare.
Emilyisa fan of Shakespeare's work
beoluse she feels his themes are universal and still relevant today.
Emily is also the Station Manager of W .X.B.C. (the Bard radio
station). She acquired. this position
after first being one of the initial
planners of the radio station, seeingitfallapart,and then putting it
back on its feet because she "hated

l like, and also because I like

"Watermusic," a
Handel."

piece by

Billy played indoor soccer on
the energetic 11Hey, Fellas" team.
"It was a nice break from running
cross-country," he says, which he
did throughout high school.
He admits that he sucked his
thumb until his sophomore year
· at Bard. "I never cared about
sucking my thumb. I always did it
in public, in school, and at dinners and stuff like that. For some
reason my parents thought that I
kind of had an inferiority complex because of it. So whenever I
was at dinner, or there were
friends with me, or we had family over, they wouldn't want to
say, "Billy, takeyourthumboutof
your mouth.' So my dad came up
with a code word, which was
1x>zo', or something ridiculous
like that. And, say we were sitting
at dinner and I was in front of all
of my friends, my dad would say,
'Billy, Bozo.' It was pretty ridiculous."
Billy is applying for an internship
thissummeratNationalPublicRadi o
because he wants to live in Washington, D.C. 11It sounds like an exdting
place," he says, "probably not as ex-

citing as New Yor~ I guess... or
.Atlna:Male specifically."

v-

Bard Chapel.

Inhersparetime,Emilydevotes
herself to her hobbies, which include desktop publishing, creating fliers for different clubs,
tending her many plants, playing
with her pet ferret "d", writing a
story about artificial intelligence
that is 200 pages long so far, and
watching at least an hour of Trek
each day.
Emily is a1so a member of SM
A.CES., whichsherorNdetsanimportant club on campus that is ''very
into social ~and social toleranre." 'Sacf.o.masochis is a form
of safe sex...and a basic understandingbetweencouples," not a matter of

who receives the irost pain. Emily
also used to belong to Panacea, a
group devoted to satirizing with
}X>Stersstupid thingsgoingonaround
campus. It was "a reactionary thing,"
says Emily, "but, ,Panacea's
and artwork at Station Hill Press,
and being Art DirectoratE vans &
Evans (an advertising agency in
N.Y.C.). Shefeelsherbigbreakin
electronic music, however, is being able to program all of the synthesizers for Daron Hagen's Opera The Shining Brow this semester. Emily's own opera will be
performed on May 18th in the

dead...mostlybecausestudentsaren't

as stupid as they used to be."
Mter Bard Emily, plans to concentrate her studies on computer music
at North Western graduate schooL
1re tmiversity is near rei- hotre in
ll1inois, and altOOugh Emily could
notsaythatshewoulcl not miss Bard,

she did say that she ''will be happy to
leave upstate New York."
~

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
of Dutchess-Ulster, Inc.
10 Prince Street, Red Hook, New York
Phone: (914) 7_5 8-2032
Hours

Monday and Wednesday, 9:00a.m.- 4:00p.m.

By Appointment
Birth Control, Pregnancy Testing, HIV Testing

Art

SLippli~s

The Hud90ll Valley's largest dealer in fine and graphic art materials: paints,
brushes, canvas, sculpting supplies---affers 20% discount to Bard students.•

Woodstock

Kingston

35 Mill Road

328 Wall Street

(914) 679-225.1

(914) 331-7780

Poughkeepsie • 807 Main Street
"'...---~
- ..
- - ' " ..
• - . -. •
~

. -·
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An

Dead Goat Notes

The opinions in this column are solely those when they lose their car keys, and Queer
of Greg Giaccio. Any other opinions should be Nation has never claimed thatitisimportant
turned into Security so that they can be re~ todeclareone'ssexualitywhiledoingso. The
turned to their rightful owners.
Church says that homosexuality is a sin, but
they haven't stopped homosexuals from
It' sSt. Patrick' sdayagain~andoncemore saying ~'For the love of Sl Pete!" when the
it is time to eat corned beef and cabbage, need arises, and no one has protested this
watch John Wayne hit the bottle and then exclamation as being unfair to homosexuals.
hi this wife in TheQuietMan,and protest 'til Why is it then that the Ament Order of
your heart bleeds.
Hibernians feels that the Church should ex~
For the past few years, we've been hear- dude gays from wearing green, pinning on
ing complaints about parades and preju- ~'Kiss me, I'm Irish" buttons, and staggering
dice during the St. Patrick's Day Parade in throughNewYorkwiththerestoftheHarps?
New York. Basically, Irish gays would like And why do homosexuals see St. Patrick's
to march in the parade while Irish Catho- Day as a vital o-pportunity to declare their
lics would like to march over them in the national heritage and sexuality?
Anotherimportantissuein
parade.
thewholedebateiswhylrish
I can't figure out why St.
peoplearen'tparticipatingin
Patrick's Day, of all the saints'
the March On Washington
days, was·chosen to be an exthis April 25th. If gays can
ample of the conflict betw'een
march on St. Paddy's Day,
homosexuals and the Chu..""Ch.
then the same right should
You never hear of the Gay
be extended to the Irish on
Throat Ailment Sufferers comhomosexuals' days? If it is
plaining about discrimination
on St. Blaise's day (#1). Nor do
appropriateforgaystomarch
"out loud and proud" as the
you hear of the Roman
sons and daughters of the
Catholic Church dispensing
Emerald Isle, why isn't it
the throat blessing on basis of
appropriate for the Irish to
sexuality.Jf there wasgoingto
Featured
march and wear pins like
be a controversy, one would
Columnist
"Oosets are for cardigans,
suspectitwouldariseoverthis
Laddie." Or maybe they
holiday since the throat blessing is probably more important than the St. could carry a banner that says uwe're here,
Patrick's Parade. If you participate in the we brewbeer,getused to it'' while chanting,
throat blessing, your neck has the Official "Go left, Go gay, Go pick up the shilleRoman Catholic Superstitious St. Blaise lagh."
Seal Of Protection from choking, throat
Guide for non-catholics
cancer, garroting or other esophagus woes
forawholeyear.IfyouparticipateintheSt.
#1- St. Blaise was the patron saint of
Patty's parade, all you get is drunk. And
you're going to wish you had the throat ailments ever since he miraculously
O.R.C.S.St.B.S.P. when all that Irish whis- saved someone from choking on a chicken
key attempts to resurrect itself.
bone using some sort of Holy Heimlich
There has never been an official state- Manuever. On his feast day (February 3),
ment from the Pope about homosexuals Catholics go to church to have the priest
sending each other valentines on St. hold two crossed burning candles around
Valentine's day. In fact, the church is their throat while saying a blessing. This
curiously silent on the exchange of valen- allegedly protects the blessee from any
tines between same-sex couples. Maybe throat illnesses (not to be used in conjunction
there's something we don't know about with other blessings, void where prohibited.)
#2- St. Anthony is the patron saintoflost
this pope guy and why he's often caught
things. Legend has it he helped St. Peter
wearing a dress.
Catholics and homosexuals live in happy find the keys to heaven, which were in the
agreement on St. Gregory the Great's Day cushions of the couch as usual. The tradi(my personal favorite), or St. Mary tional plea for help goes1 "St. Anthony, St.
Magdalelle's Day, even All Saints' Day. Ho- Anthony, please come round. Something's
mosexuals are free to pray to Sl Anthony lost and can't be found."
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letter to the White
peoples of Bard

I am a white person who reads Ephen
Glenn Colter's "Another View'' columns
everytimetheyappearintheObserver, who
each time wonders why he continues to
writeabouthowracistweare.I think: "don't
we all know how racist we are?" And then I
read the responses the next week which
unfortunately prove him very right: we do
not have a clue. That is why he writes them
again and again and this is why I am writing
to white Peoples, because I do not have this
somehownegativestigmaofbeingamilitant,
queer, "racist'' black man who spends his life
trying to make this tidy Bard ucommunigr'
all uncomfortable.

Ephen is the last person needing defense for
his words, and this is not a letter of defense.
Rather, it is a letter of a different perspective
necessarily directed at white peoples (because
peoples of color ~ heard enough of this
already), and I thank
Ephenforhistirelessletters
and I thank his respondents for theirs because
they serve as an impetus
fof'me to formulate what
needstobesaidhere.And,
being a fairly invisible first
year student, white
peoples of a variety of
persuasions might actually read this.
This is a response to

those of you who write
your responses to Epren
and to those of you woo
agree with them.And,itisaresponsetomyand
all of our everyday actions that we are so
unconscious about. I am writing because I am
tiredofourrace.Weareataninstitutionwhere
we are allowed to try and be honest [sic] with
ourselves and use our educations for progress.
Why,then,dowestillliketosaythat "weare not
racists?'' Why are we so ambivalent toward
Ephen's actions and the efforts of the AAfiJ to
educate us about the racism in which we partake?Because we are so liberal.&nzuseweareso
heartwanningly idealistic. Because we are so

politically-correctly-oonvin:.'ed that we are not
"those'' rncists~and thatEphenamneverrightly

accuse all of us of being so. Let's face it we are
white and, though we QUU'\Ot be "blamed" for
being born with white skin, we are raciSt Not
those people'' who say people of color are inferior,or''thosepeople'' whokoowonly gooks''
If

11

and "spooks" and have never known peoples
ofcolor,oruthosepeople'' who bum crosses on
thelawnsofpeoplesofcolor. Uhulvwearenot
like "thosepeople:' Actually, thisis true-weare
not exactlylike"them."Because #those people"
have honest racism, ''they'' own their racism,
"they'' arewe-stand-up-for"'()ur-beliefs-racists.

"them," probably even better than "they"

do.
I am a racist who does not use racial slurs

and who is p.c. and whodoesnotstop racism
by writing all this but who just wants to get
us all to admit one small but significant
thing. Kind of like alcoholics who go to AA
meetings and the first thing they say to head
toward recovery is 11 My name is
I have a problem and I am an alcoholic."
Beyond that, I cannot make too many demands, because I am no better than that and
I cannot epect (though 1:-would like to) us to
be better than that considering how long we
have been fooling ourselves that we do not
have a problem. But~ ifl could speak for all of
us now, we should move from there, because
while we leisurely sit around being nonracists and defending. with any energy we
may find, that "fact'' to Ephen and and other
personsofcolorwemeet,
peoplesofcolorareliving
and dying in prisons,
peoples of color are being
education,
denied
peoples ofcolor are being
increasingly ghettoized
and peoples of color are
being silenced. And, on
top of all that, peoples of
color are taking an overwhelrningamonntoftheir
limited time to educate
us-the same us which is
the very root of the problem. Thisshouldnothave
to happen. Why are we
letting others end the problem that is OUR
PROBLEM?

So while we point fingers at the overt racists
who we traditionally learn to condemn, let's
think about our own privilege which is main~
tained by the racism which we do not identify;
thesortthatslipthroughandlandswithabori1b
and for which we claim we are not responsible.
Let's think about it and start to renounce this
privilegethatwaseamed for us by and exists at
the expense of all peoples of color. Let's acknowledge our racism without apology,
without guilt but action. Because though we
may not (but roost likely do this anyway) do
obviouslyracistthings, whatwedon'tdo~when
we preach that'the world would be better off if
the word "rare' wereeliminated, 'eventhough
we should know that hopeful statements can
be ttue at the drop of a hat- is just as irresponsible or worse. Because until all ofus privileged
white folks stop ttying to wear our liberalness
Iikeascarfandstartmovingdamnedfartogether,
we will continue to live in a radst world full of
rightfullyangryvoicesdirectedatanyonewho
will listen when they should be directed at us.

That is the only difference between "them
"and us. Because we are racists, also. but we
only use 11th.em" as an excuse to prove how
unracist we are. But we do 11their'' work for
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says .. l,t''W\'tleamfrom

As theOinton administration is settling into its daily routine it is already dear that a '1aserbeam-like'' focus on America's domestic woes will be imJX>SSlble. A number of international

problems need to be addressed with mgency, forerrost annng them the Bosnian crisis.
ItistherontinuedfightinginBosnia thatlsingleoutbeforeotherpressi.ngforeignpolicyissues
(suchasHaiti, the Middle East, Somalia, etc.), because it is my impression that the way the US
addresses Bosnia will have far reaching implications. Theseimplications will be felt well into
the future, and will affect some of the other~ that are on the foreign p:>licy front-burner

today.
It is painfully obvious that Bosnia is a model of a new type of ronflict the United States and
the rest of the world will be faced with again and again in the post-Cold War era. The
disappearance of a bipolar }'OWer structure will result in an ~ number of regional
ronflictsall over fhe world; cnnflicts that just a roupleof years ago would have been dealt with
within trecontextof Alrerican-Sovictantagonism. Butoo more. Neither the US nor the Soviet

Unionna-essarily haveastrategicintercstin anyregionoftheworldanymore:whatyoudon't
grab today will not by definition fall into the hands of your enemy tomorrow. Would be
dictators suddenly find themselveshberatrofrom~weightofsuperp.lwer-mntlict,and their
dreamsofanrexingnewterritoriesaniacquiringrewresourccsbccorreattainablc.Evcnrnore
so, thanks to the world-wide cheap availability ofwmpons (a side-effect of the forty-year anns
buildup), the same new opportunitiesareopcningup for inward turning ambitions of JXJWCI',
already resulting in innumerable dvil wars worldwide. While the UnitcdStatesisno longer in
a position to act unilaterally anywhereand anytirre, it is still thedominantrnilitatyand leading
economic po\'Vef, a unique combination in today's world. This is clearly show by tte way all
_other potential players1 turn to the US for lredcrship in world affairs.
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1) with one vocal put and no instruments.
2) that features a kazoo.

the words iiwho", uwhat", "where'', "when'',

''how''or "why".
. 12) whose lyrics obey the following rhywe

3}thathas less than four words sungin it, but
more~ one wonf (repeatingtre sarre WOld
over and over doesn't count!)
4) wh:>se title is longer than seven words, and
the title is sung in the song.
5) that mentions the names ofrmre than five
people, real or fictional.
6) that is an homage to a dead musician.
7) that is actually another song played. backwards.
8) that is C}Il instrumental version of another
band or performer's song.
9) thatcelebtatesadayof tre week other than
Friday, Saturday or Sunday.
10) with a time other than 2/4,4/4 Or 3/4.
11) w~title isaquestion,butdoesrot have

Aslalreadypointedoutin theintroductio~Bosniahasspedalsignificancebeyond justbeing
the first ani trost vistblein the current glut of sister-wars. Thisspecialsi.gnifiamce isdueto ire
relevance of some of the Bosnian issues to other foreign policy problems. The maprity of
Bosnia'snativepopuJation isofMuslimdescent, if not of Islamic religion. Muslimrountricsall
over the 'WOrld are hoping that theOuistian West will not only stand up to aggression against
people of their creed but to all victims of injustice, and they surely see Bosnia as such. Western
interventionontheBosniansiderouldlaythesefearstorest,helptorevivetheMiddleEastPeace
Talks,andprobablyin:iirectlyslowthesptmdoflslamicfundamentalisminNorthAfricam::l
the Persian Gulf.

Can you find a song ...
ccntinud from p4gt 4

4.

Of all the ongoing civil wars and regional power struggles, Bosnia has stood out by virtue
of the intensity of the fighting on the grotmd, the scale of human rights violations; and its
closeness to media markets. Bosnia is now set to becomethefirstof the post--Cold War regional
conflicts that requires foreign intervention for its resolution. How the US manages the conflic~
whether it seeks a negotiated settlement or acts with force, whctheritrcsorts to unilateral action
or turns to sorre international organization for backing, and if the latter, whether that
organization will be the UN, NAID, or some temporary alliance, will all set precedents, be
:rernembered., and limit the scale and nature of US involvement in world affiUrs for years to
rome. Set precedents, because the reasons the US gives for whatever course of action it will
followwillbeinvokedagainandagaininsimilarsituations,by both tredorrestic foreign policy
public and interested parties around the world. Constrain future US policies, because the
options ruled out in dealing with Bosnia will be harder to tum to in other similar ronflicts.

Having sket:clm the ci.mnnstances sunounding the Bc>S-uan conflict, its importance in
today's international rontext, and its implications for future foreign crises I willlmve offering
a policy prescription until next week in the ho~ that events will not get aread of me.

~ABACDCEFEBDR

13) that is anti-drinking or anti-drug.
14)thatincorporatesapieceofaclassiallwork.
15) that is written in answer to another rong
(irdude both songs):
16) that is tmder 20 seconds long.
17) which uses the word 11impecalble".
18) which features hysterical laughter.
19) which features a typewriter.
20) in which the words ''babe" or "baby'' are
sung more than 16 tirn:s.
··
21)whoselyricsdonotrhyme(allthroughout
therong).
22)whichmentionsthenarneofarewspaper.
23) in which thewordsarespokenratrerthan
stmg.
.

With tre notable exception of~ but that is beyond the scope of this essay.
..... ·
figures.
which mentions the name of the group
33) with the sound of a clock or watch
perfonning the rong.
ticking.
'2h) which mentions the name of a oollege or
34) with an explosion.
university.
35) with animal noises (at least three differ27)whichissung,inwholeorpart,infa'Isetto. ent animals).
28)which hasapplause, butwasnotrecorded
36) that mentions at least three dances.
live.
37) which mentions tears, but not eyes.
29) which discusses world domination.
38) which is a waltz.
30) where the singer addresses him or herself
39) which is about how awful someone is.
by first name.
40) which is a rock version of a song'from
31) sung entirely in Spanish.
a musical (movie or play)-rock operas not
32) that mentions at least two religious acceptable!r!
24) which mentionS

25)
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. Imagine being in a band for a
month and already having a
regular gig. That has been the
history of The
Annandale
Trio, a newly
formed jazz
threesome at
Bard.
The
Annandale
Trio, which is
made up of
guitarist
Parker Ram5ey, bassist Ian Brandt
and drummer Andrew Nicholson,
plays at the Starr Cantina in
Rhinebeck every Friday night-and
they even get paid. They got the
]ob after Brandt worked there last
summer, when the owner approached him regarding performing. The group accepted,
never intending to play there.
Actually, the Annandale Trio
has a slightly longer history than
this. Ramsey and Brandt are in
several other bands together, and
Nicholson and Brandt were
roommates as
freshmen.
Nicholson left Bard to pursue
music at Oberlin, in Ohio, but returned because, "Bard has a better jazz scene than Oberlin." He
finds more opportunities here and
a less stifling atmosphere. When
he got back, he discovered that
Brandt had learned stand up bass,
and they decided to form a group.

who joked about how
rarely he practices anymore. However often they
practice, each has been
playing his instrument for
about eight years-though
Ramsey only had a guitar
teacher for about two
years, and Brandt began
the stand up bass a year
and a half ago, expanding
from the electric bass.
When asked to listinfluenef!S, the guys said their
lists could go on forever.
Ramsey, whose heart belongs to rock and roll, as
well as jazz listed 01arlie
Parker, Charlie Ouistian,
Wes Montgomery, Jimi
Hendrix and Angus
Young. He calls jazz a
foundation,andlovesperforming in general, but
wants to work in rock and
roll. Brandt, whoisputting
all his time into jazz right
now, called Jimmy
Parker Ramsey jamming out last Friday at the &tarr Cantina.
Blanton, Scott La Foro,
Though they are working on rangeinent and feeL Usua1Iy the Oscar Pettiford, the Grateful Dead
one original song, written by songendsupquitedifferentfrom and Phil Lesh musical influences.
Ramsey, theAnnandaleTriogen- what the person who brought it Nicholson named Jack DeJohnette,
erally plays jazz standards, but up had intended!' Thegrouponly Trilok Gurtu, Bill Bruford and Roy
with a modern feel. According to practices together once or twice a Haynesasronscquential musicians
Ramsey, the creative process is a week, and their individual prac- in his life. He said that he likes
collaboration. "Oneofusdecides tidng schedules run the gamut weird stuff. ul want to stay in jazz,
on a song, we try to play it, then from Brandt, who has become a but get weirder." Nicholson likes
give creative input as to the ar- "practice monster/' to Nicholson, testing boundaries and making in-

describable music.
Talking to the Annandale Tri
is a great way to get a free jaz
tutot:ial, and the lowdown on th
local music scene, a11 de1ive
with a bizarre sense of humor
Between reciting monologue
from ''This Is Spinal Tap", and
lamenting their performance i
intramural basketbaH, the threesome provided their insights into
Hudson Valley music. Nicholson
called the area the "minor league
New York City jazz scene," and
Brandt said that there are many
good musicians in the area. He
suggested New Paltz as a town
producing some promising talent.
One goal of th,e Annandale Trio
is to become bctfcr musicians and
to help create a definitive music
scene here. This goal is being
aided by venues such as the Starr
Cantina and La Parmigiana, which
has a 11jazz jam" Thursday nights
for local musicians to perform and
become acquainted. Well known
musicians have been playing in
Woodstock and Hudson recently,
which is another good sign for the
area and its players.
Though the Annandale Trio is
basically a semester pro}ect for
these musicians, it is quite IXJSSible
that we will be hearing much more
from them in the future. Somehow
that sounds pretty good.
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Bard Journal
of Social Sciences
The Journal is now accepting
submlssloDS for its ftrst ever
issue. Academic research
papers, critical articles and
book reviews on internatio~al
relatJons, poUticS, economics
and any other field of the
Social Sciences welcome.

HAVE YOUR WRITING
· PUBLISHED.
Contact Zoltan, Bo~ 640 or
Gabor, Box 623.

Robert Antoni, the au thor of the contradictory stories sur- structure is based on James Joyce
Divina Trace, read from his novel rounding the immaculate con- and on Faulkner's novel, Absalom,
in the poetry room on Monday, ception of a frog child are told by Absalom~ also as well as incorpoMarch 8th.
Antoni,
who was in
N.Y.Cityfora
book signin~
came to Bard
at the request
of Bard FellowandConjunctions Editor, Bradford Morrow.
Inhisintroduction,Morrowsaid
that Antoni had #produced the
first work of lasting value this
decade" and that Divina'Tracewas
11
the most astounding first novel"
he had ever read.
Divina Trace is set in the Caribbean i~land of Corpus Christi, and

seven narrators of varying ethnic
backgrounds.
In his reading, Antoni tried to
incorporate the Caribbean speaking rhythms of narrators of various genders and ethnic backgrounds, including a section told
from the point of view of an evolutionary monkey and a story
which Antoni said was "one of
lhis) father's favorites', and had
become known as "the eye in the
asshole story."
In addition to the reading,
Antoni spoke to Morrow's ''Innovative Contemporary World Fiction~~ class and explained, among
other things, that he pictured the
novel as a hurricane and that its

rating many of the folk stories
which he heard from his grandparents and in Trinidad.
Antoni, who is himself a professor of creative writing at the
University of Miami, explained
that it was exciting for his book to
be taught academically.
"When you write this shit," he
said, #you never think any~ne is
going to study it."
Antoni received his Ph.D. from
the Iowa Writers Workshop for a
dissertation which included writing Divina Trace in conjunction
with a critical study of Finnegan's
Wake and Freud's last book.
A tape o.f Antoni's reading was
prod uccd for the poetry room.
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The Mandala Octet, "one of the
most promising big bands to
emerge in recent years," accordto
ing
Fernando
Gonzalez of
the Boston
Globe
perform at
Bard's F.W.
Olin Auditoon
rium
Wednesday,
March 17 at 8 p.m. in a performance ·sponsored by the Entertainment Committee.
Led by bassist/ composer and
Bard graduate Jllhn Leaman, the
Octet has received wide critical
acclaim for out~tanding and vivid
performances of depth, precision
and intricacy in concert and on
their recordings. With trumpet,
three saxophones, trombone, bass,
piano and drums, the group has
the dexterity to sound like a big
band while maintaining the intimacy of a smaller ensemble. The
group has performed at the Boston Globe Jazz Festival, the JVC
Newport Jazz at Saratoga Festival, the National American Music
Week Festival, and colleges and
clubs throughout the no~heast.

The Octet has recently been selected to perform at the United
Nations' March 20th celebration
inhonorof1993Earth Day Award
Recipient Vice President AI Gore.
Scheduled speakers include His
Excellency Boutros-Chali, SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations
and Rigoberta Menchu, winner of
the 1992 Nobel Peace Prize.

Widely heralded for its exceptional compositions and musidanship, The Mandala Octet ereates "some of the best music that
you'll hear...truly an inspiration"
(Wire Magazine, London).
The Mandala Octet's latest offering, The Last Elephant, was
recorded in January 1992 and recently released. The recording

Michael Douglas stars in this
film about a man who is pushed
past his limit by the daily agonies
of society.
·
you
Have
ever wanted
to just abandon your car
ina traffic jam,
and walk the
rest of the
way? Ever
been so pissed
offby high prices that you wanted
to wreak vengeance on the usurers who charge them? Ever been
frustrated by poor service to the
degree that you can almost understandhow someone could take
a gun to a McDonald's? If these
ideas are no mystery to you, or if
they are but you find them intriguing, go seeFalling Pown.

At its best it is suspenseful, and
quite darkly humorous in parts.
The acting is good all around, especially by Douglas. Thefilmdoes
a good job of taking our everyday
experiences and transposing them
to a realm where we can see the
logical conclusions to which our
unconsidered habits may someday lead. The overall plot is well
constructed, and leads to some
interesting places as the secrets
are doled out gradually over the
course of the film. At its worst, the
film is predictable and contains
maybe a few too many stereotypes. There are a couple of places
where the film plays Hollywood,
but it is definitely better when
taken as a non-Hollywood venture, whichmakestheseinstances
stick out as incongruent. Some of
the plot twists are hard to swallow,

but before long, you find yourself
wanting to believe them, willing
to accept the twisted logic which
governs the activity in the story.
The characters have a reasonable
depth, and the setting of the movie
(it occurs in Los Angeles) gives
the whole thing a dreamlike
quality.
Overall, I recommend the film,
and I suspect it would be much
better on a big screen than on video.
Last time I checked, it was still at
the Lyceum, so I'd say it's a good
gamble for the money. If you alreadysuspectyou'lllike it, you can
shell out the extra and see it in
Kingston, on a bigger screen with
better sound.
Also, for anyone who hasn't seen
ityet(bothofyou...) The Crying Game
is now at Upstate films as well as
t:;r
the Kingston maH theatre.

The members of the Mandala Octet,. with bassist/founder Jophn Leaman '81.

features Mandala regulars, as wen
as guest musicians from the Empire Brass and the Lounge Lizards. Bassist/composer Leaman
grewupinNew jersey, but he did
not develop his skills or choose
his musical direction until he became a student at Bard. Prior to
this, he had little formal musical
training. At Bard, he studied with
composer Joan Tower and, as his
interest in becoming a musician
and composer became focused,
serious study began. After a brief
stint at business school, Leaman
studied composition at New York
University. He formed the
Mandala Octet in 1987 in order to
create a vehicle for his compositions, and has since been widel}
recognized for the quality and
depth of his compositions.
Leaman is not sure what inspired him to studymusici though
he had the urge, he did not act
upon it for many years. The more
he did and practiced, the more he
felt connected to the essence of
music. Leaman claims that the
formation of the Mandala Octet

The Crying Game

'

was merely a natural outgrowth
ofhisgraduatestudyatNewYork
University where he was recording a project for his thesis.
Though Leaman and his Octet
have gotten rave reviews from
magazines and musical journals,
he feels that he is not successful
enough at this point in his career.
11
1 am finding my audience step
by step. It takes a while for people
togettoknowavant-gardemusic;
it takes an extra effort just to get
known.'' Right now, they are
working hard to develop an audience. In five or ten years they
will hopefully have a "decent income," but they refuse to make
compromises concerning their
music. Leaman does not want to
ruin what he calls their "fraternal
feeling."' Because Leaman does not
rely on the Octet as a source of
income, he is currently studying
massage therapy in a Swedish
institute.
Leaman has many positive
memories about Bard. "lt has become a more prestigious institution since I went there .. .! received
a unique educational experience
which enriched my personal experiences. If I had gone to a conservatory instead of Bard, I am
surethatlwouldhavebeenstifled
by the competition. I am the classical Bard story; I wouldn't be
where I am today if I hadn"t gone
to Bard."
On Wednesday, the Mandala
Octet will be performing material
that has not yet been recorded. In
addition, they will play their renowned '7he Last Elephant" and
"Oasis," as well as "Dragon Gate,
" which is based on a Chinese
proverb of a carp which swims to
the top of a waterfalli the theme is
that of surmounting the impossible obstacle. Leaman believes
that this song echoes the attitude
that musicians must have in noncommercial art.
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Well, all dreams must come to
an end. For the sports page, that
means the end of a great season.
The Men's
Varsity Volleyball team
madeitsfinal
spike, final
serve, final
kill of. the
season. And
what a season it was!
Filled with drama, intrigue, controversy,romance...oh,excuseme.
Back to the article; all dreams must
come to an end.
No one can deny that the volleyball team exceeded all expectations, and became the darling
sports squad for Bard campus this
year, with home game attendance
swelling into the high teens. The
season came to a close on a
somewhat disappointing note,
however. Bard lost its last three
regular season matches, finishing
up the season with an overall
record of 7-11, including club
matches.
·
Bard played a touch match
against Steven's Tech, falling to
them, once more, by scores of 1015, 11-15, 15-10, and 6-15. Kevin
Allen racked up nine kills, and
Eric Johnson got eight of his own
in the losing effort. In a loss to
Jersey City State (is that an oxymoron?), Sebastian Salazar's 13
assists weren't enough to salvage
a 2-15,5-15,4-15 mareh. And in
Bard's final match of the season,
4-15, 13-15, 4-15 against Sacred

Heart University, Holly Sindelar
stood out with excellent serving
and a couple of solo blocks. Despite thedissapointingending, the
season as a whole was encouraging and excellently played. Great
job, folks!
Intermurals are going strong
once again, and basketball is
leading the way. In the women's
league there are some interesting
developments. When only one
team, Leather and Lace, turned in
a roster for the women's league,
the team decided to split down
the middle and form two teams.
The two teams have played each
other twice, and the Lace half has
defeated Leather by incredibly
close scores of 24-22 and 22-20.

This Thursday night at 6:00pm is
the Women's Basketball finals,

come on out and see if a house
divided can stand.
And in our own little version of
March Madness, nine teams have
entered the men's intramural
basketball league. Two teams, Da
Real Deal and the ubiquitous Uquid Smoke have come out as the
early frontrunners, both going 3 ·
0 thus far. See the handy dandy
standings chart for more info.
Now for same announcements:
There has been a change in the
Aerobics schedule, effective immediately! The early Tuesday and
Thursday sessions now runs from
5:00pm-6:00pm, and the Friday
late session is now a Friday early

A splendidly intense intramural championship game took place
last Wednesday. The 3-2 victory
went
to
'Chuck Roasters' over "Hey
Fellas" thanks
to Tor Loney's
three scores,
with
Matt
Moran's three
assists. AIthough they
had one win and one loss in the
playoffs, the game really was an
upset for 'Roasters', because they
are an all~freshmen team ~ept
for their junior goalie.

Tempers were flaring with each
one-on-one encounter on the floor
between "Fellas" and '~oasters":
]a vier Salinas vs. Matt Moran, Ian
Brandt vs. Tor Loney, Julianne
Voss vs. Yat Qasimi. As ''Hey
Fellas" got frustrated in their offensive strategy, they became
flustered and stopped working
together, rarely passing the ball in
their second-half drives. This allowed Tor, with his incredibly
accuratescoringability-hisshots
fired like laser-guided misslesto penetrate Woody Landaverde's
and Anna Tamura'sdefensiveline
and score. Gideon, Nfiey Fellas''
goalie, with a graceful talent of

Fencing Note

Mexican Fare

If you enjoyed the fencing

articles in the last few
Observers, or if you don•t want
to see any more anytime soon,
you won•t want to miss
Free Delivery Now

Available to Bard campus
and Village of Rhinebeck
sun. thru Thurs. 6pm-10pm

28 Montgomery Street
Rhfnebe~

NY

. .. . (914) 876..~~16

session, running from 4:00pm5:15pm instead of 6:3D-7:45pm.
The Bard Biathlon Fun Race is
back! This combination half-mile
swim and 3 mile run will be held
Saturday, April 17. Entries must
be received by March 29, contact
Carla Davis at ext. 529 for more
information.
Finally, if you're a swimmer,
why not sign up for the Bard Lap
Challenge? . If you can swim the
most laps this spring between
March 17 and May 17, you could
win a fabulous prize!H This challenge is open to all Bard students,
faculty, staff and community
members. Entry forms available
atthegymfront
desk!
fJ'

M:en's lnt.r amural
Basketball

sr~m
American & Authentic

~ :1'

Sports

The Bard Fencing Open, this
Sunday in the Stevenson
Gymnasium, from 9 am until
we•re finished. Come and cheer

for the home school fencers.
,
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Team

W

L

picking the incoming ball out
Da Real Deal
3 0
of the air from
any direction
Liquid Smoke
and at any mo3 0
ment, gave an
impressive
R.R.R.R.
2
1
show. In one sequence, he leapt
Flight III
2
1
in one direction
to block a shot
and then leapt
Ballistic
1 2
in the other
extreme oppoFaculty/Staff
1 2
site direction to
save the immeRecyclable
diate re-shot.
0 3
Each team
succeeded in
Team Pus
0 3
scoring once
by taking advantage of the
other's obvious momentary disorganiza- his effusive and somewhat ridicution. On one push, Yat and Tor lous dramatics whenever he
received support from their thought he was fouled. His vety
defensive line, leaving them physical approach to the game, afexposed when Javier inter- ter participating in an intramural
cepted a pass and made a bee- basketball match, was dramatic in
line for the goal to score. Later, the other sense of the word. He
when referee Jeff Huang re- scored the first goal for ''Hey Fellas"
started the game with the ball and encouraged team members to
at the center, Tor and Matt in- stay hungry for the ball.
tercepted ,.'Hey Fellas" initia1
As a reward for their triwnph,
pass and easily surprised ev- Chuck Roasters received well-deeryone with a quick goal.
servedchampionshipT-shirts from
'1effHuangisthebestrefereein Kris Hall, Director of Intramurals.
the business/' Matt Moran said Team captain YatQasimisaid, ''This
afterward.
is the beginning of the Chuck
Ian Brandt wins the Intramural Roaster's winning dynasty which
Academy Award for Best Actor by will last for four years." . ·. ·..V'

o ·wAw;

I
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Fun with snow
by Matthew Apple
WhilemoststudentsatBardarefromtheeaslemornortheastemUnitedS tates,andthereforeknoweverythingthere
istoknowaboutdrivinginwinterweather,undoubtErllyafewluckypeoplefrom~Southor~Soutluvesthavenever

had to deal with threefeetofsnowbefore.AsthoughitknewthatSpringwould magicallyromeintoexistenreonMardl
21s~ Winter decided on Saturday to throw a final fartinourgeooal direction (by the way, yotn'xrotherwasa hamster
and yourfathersmelledofelderberries).So,foraB tOOseconcemed,l have compiled a listofhazardousWm.therdriving
lips to help you become a betteran:isaferdriver-untilall thisstuffmeltsand you can return to youroldnastydriving
habits.

1. Always ren:anber that the speed limit is a suggestion, nota requiretrent. Hell, most speedoll'Vatersl'veseendon't
even go below 50. Drive as fast as yoo want--rerrember that~ faster you drive on slick, icy roads, tre tighter your

car hugs the ground.
2. Never tum on your lights unless it'sa) totally pitch black b) foggy enough to rut ~air with a knife or c) you want
to pass sotre little old lady in a souped-i!p 01evy oonvertible.
J

3. Whenever you see studmts walking by the side of the road, swerve at them dramatically. See how close you can
get witOOutactualfy hittingtlen. Make a gmre out of it-add 10 points for every student you scare into jumping into
a snow bank and deduct20pointsforevel)7oneyou actually hit (there's no contest in hitting a Bard student especially
on the weekerd).
4. n,n't bother buying snow tires or studded tires. They make your car go slower-plus it's near imposSible to do
doughnuts with them.
5. Only weenieshit the brakes when going around the :Manor hairpin tum.
6. Try to ronfuse other drivers by not using your tum signals. Works the sarre for pedestrians, too.
7. Make walking along Annandale Road a challenge by offering an obstacle course. Park yourmr halfway into th!
road in front of tteChapel. Otte: cars will have to go around your car, sending happy little road walkers scrambling

for rover.
8. \Nhen cleaning snow from yourcar1 only uncover a 1 foot by 1 foot section on the windshield. It makes driving an
adventure~ not only for you but also for the cars behind you as they by to dodge the falling debris from your roof and
trunk.

9. Wait until fresoow is packed down, thendrivefrom Tewksbwyto I<lineComrrons via the Tewksbwy Relds. It's
real cool and impresses members of the opposite sex.

10. Most importantly, never srrile or wave at anycreyou recognize. Driving is serious business.

Play unfairly criticized
Deer editor,

·_ Wake Of destruCtion
An opes\ Jetter to the Bard

In the next week or two the stu-

- ~unity:

.~entgovmunentwDibe putting a

. .·.. The Dmiards Cub is attempting
.. io get lu'rlding from the La~
Fund in order to purchase a new

in playing px>l on a decent table,

Jetter in your mailbox asking you
to dedde how to spend the laundly fund II you have any interest

table. The~forpwdMasinga let them know by voting for its
new- table are manifold. As most purchase.lnthemesntime,theclub
NCentlyean be seen in the wa1ce of simplyasksthatthev.ariomgt'Ollp
the _Bagle Basement party last
weekeDd, the table has been de.bojec:t 1be spilled beer, thedgamte burn marks and the wad of
gum Crushed into the playing S1Jl'oo
face ol the table have rendered it

almost unusable. The process of
moving ·~ table time and time
.pit has enlarged a crack in the
surface~ aggravated thebalance
ofthe table. Thisisnottheflrsttime
this has happened, nor will it 1i1cely

. . . .~.~~ -

wbothrowpartiesin the buernent
at least makean attempt to respect
the interests of others by mvering
the table during parties. All those
interested in joining the Billiards
Oub, «at least finding out m>re
about it, shouJd drop a note in
CampusMaD.toSteveSommersor
Jason Thompson.
Thank you
S. Sommers

·· .·. ..... . .·.·. .·.- . ·~,··. _1~~~ .• -

When William Driver asked me to
be part ofCoRchoftheHoly Sacrament,
I was both terrified and horored.
Terrified, for I had not appeared. on a
stage in a whiJe and I was to act and
sing ina foreign language; honored,

andtumedit~faithfullyinto

understandbutcmreon this isBatdt

a musical ¢ere Toillusttatethis 19th Open your eyes and breathe the nice
centwy doset drama, Arthur Bur- country air, next time you want to
rowstraveledintimeanddeftlyw;ed nm someone down from a play you
a 20th century French composer attended a Sunday afternoon halfwhose blithe and emotionally asleep, come over in the dressing
charged notes ronveyed the abno- room after the show. We will drink
sphere of the play. The composer is tmandsharewithyousomevaluable
ErikSATIE-Iropethemispellingof informat:ionr so you can understand
his name in tre article was a typo- what you missed.
Persmal message to~ ArthlD',
graphic error lor I doubt it had anything to do with tte long researdt Lena, Andy, Bob, Hubie, Georgia,
monsieur Poirier did for his piece. J~ugusta...Thanxagain,

!orlappedata:l tobeSili1'0Undedby
such a talented cast of both students
and prole91901S.
La!tweekonstage,llivedlhemost
ecstatic and unique experience and
so did my partners. We knew we Satieislcnown tobavewri\tensc:ores Je voos airre!
werepartofsomethingdifferent but whichareexttmiclydiftkultto play.
~ IOENI<IrC), Counwehopedtotra.nslmourwork~the for he easily chaJw!s keys and shifts
audiel1ce. Unfortunately a mediocre willingly fnm higher to lower oc-- selorilt-law ot The Vice Roy of Peru
reviewofthesmwinthisve:ypaper, taves. Artbw' &mows, lena Davis
hurtmany~andshattae:lour and.AndlewRe,ynoldscatainmk
a ~ and wm the bet-my
entht.Sasm.
I respect Michael Pdrier's right to French meD10I)' has not ever heard
ai~ that it toest&Nisha balance Jyria;mSatie'smusic. Anthoeethinf;s
between exposing good and bad should have been mentioned by M.
points. The problem ol "this young Poirier, but instead he picked on
man..." is that when ooe is mger to Arthur Bunows b' his acting skiJ1s
adopt the "New Yort TmatS-knock- and even mere outrageously, his
~1icy,"onemust singingta1ent! Theat1ack was unfair
andunjustifiedwhenyoukrowhow
know what he is talking about
Thtc:wdt... is thetestdtofaremark- hard they aD wcricai 1obravely offer
able adaptation ard translation by it to the public. H M. Poirier were
William Driver who took Prosper living in a big dty in between inter·M6iitE's u ~duSt 5«mnent ~and~Iwou1d
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Music Department musings
Open Letter to the Bard Commu~
nity,

I'm tired of watching people
throw down the gauntlet with regard to uthe posters," demanding
apologies, daring the responsible
party to have uthe balls or the ovaries" to reveal themselves (Are you
now or have you ever been a member of the Communist Party?). Covert operations are a bitch, aren't
they? You'd rather see who's
against you so you can take better
aim. It makes me sick that lines
weredrawn,groupsdividedasina
warandeveryonebelieved the hype
but no one perceived the
goddamnedmessagethroughwhat
is already being posthumously referred to as the '"barrage:' the "rumors''. Too bad some of our generationleamed from the tactics of a
media system which determines
not only what we will be told but
what we should be for or against.
Delivering news in the shadow of
their unsubtle biases. Alas,so much
of Bard was satisfied with sound
bites from the Bard Obseroer and a
brief retort of doublespeak by Fred
Hammond (0kay 1 Leo wasn't
"fired11 , he just wasn't rehiredkeep him running, running). I'm
not pissed off anymore, I'm sad.
At the very least, the posters have
served· to open a dialogue despite
their obvious, yes, outrage. Let me
begin by responding to a letter from
Daniel Sonnenberg about Joan and
his former deparbnent. I hate it
when Johnny-Come-Lately's like
you decide to take the moral highground and rant about details you
don't bother to recheck. You may
have read a letter from Joan about
Leo that included ''insightful
praise" and never once mentioned

A

s life.

the ghettos of Mississippi, but that
doesn.'t mean it was the only one
written. Get it? If you or anyone
else doubt it-which is your right
after all we're in the Land of the
Free,aren'twe?[si.c] Forsomeofthe
people, some of the time. Well, sit
there and believe what you want.
The world is open to interpretation.
But I promise you a letter does exist
in black and white print declaring
the now notorious quote I won't
bother to reprint here. In fact, Joan
has apologized to Leo over dinner
for this admittedly gratuitous remark. Professor Smith never said
anything about where he grew up
to Joan and it was an assumption
she made. And for that matter,
though I hate to state the obvious, it
seemsinorder--one'senvironment
doesnotaffectone'sabilityto teach,
to reason, or to do anything. And
that alone is ample reason for an
apology to Leo Smith-coming
from the ghetto to Bard is not
~~progress" by any stretch of the
imagination. Joan has already admitted thatitwas unfairand needn't
defend herself against what I've
just said. The '1-tonest infonnation"
I have just imparted has already
been acknowledged.
Secondly, professors in the Music Department decided that certain
posters were designed for them
personally and that must be why
they bit the proverbial bullet, admitting guilt, perhaps. The Ivoty
Tower with marble walls was a·
place Danae's father locked her up
in so that she would remain a virgin. It is no secret that this is a
literary term used to describe dangerous isolation. Consequently, it
is used as a metaphor for colleges
which are by nature privileged,
artificial settings, four~year resorts

By Da'Vid Draper.

where a person can get intellectual
among other things. ~ut any college which does not admit that it
can unfortunately be an enclave of
snobbery and elitism is "in denial."
And I love Bard, would send my
child to Bard, but it is~'t exempt.
The poster referencing the Ivory
Tower was an attack against academic snobbery and prejudice, it
was a wake-up call. You all jumped
the gun, so eager for an .excuse to
feel mdignant, without stopping to
think about the words.
Which brings me back to the
Sonnenberg letter: no
disputes
Joan'sachievementsasa composer,
no need for defense on those
grounds. At a meeting with Music
Faculty and about 50 students on
March 3rd, Joan admitted that the
department was indeed a bit outdated and needed to balance its
heaving leaning towards the classical. The poster which accused the
department of backwardness will
ideally force a reevaluation of the
department itself-as Joan seemed
to be doing in the meeting. I gradu~
ated from the Literature department and they know and I know
that most of it is "outdated" or exclusive to the canon.
To say that the posters used tactics reminiscent of ultra-right wing
gay bashing organizations is amusing to me. Do people understand
that the poOr and unrepresented in
this country have little outlet for
voicing their suffering and have no
access to the media? They have had
to invent their own public announcement system which has in
the past included graffiti. So- don't
be confused. Right~wing gay
bashers do not provoke thought,
they prevent it and don't resort to
postering since they compromise
the moral majority. What so many
of you missed is that the posters
didn't point the finger at any single
individual. It never called Joan
11
racist''- it was merely a reprint of
her own words- check the record,
brother. AskJoan,orbetteryet,ask
Leo Smith. He had the ultimate
displeasure of reading about himsell hoping for his eyes to be deceivinghimasDanielSormenberg's
did. Noone except the Observer has
approached him about the subject
though you all felt free to assume
whatever was simplest for you. All
I did was read the letter. I don't
know Joan personally. Hervaliance
in the past doesn't matter. All that
mattered were her words.
Those posters incited emotion
and hostility. Good. If you are one
of those who would be too embarrassed to sign your name after
publicly calling a "prominent full

one

time professor(what does it matter
if she's full time?) and deparbnent
head racist'' (remember-even if
the posters called her a racist
WI-nCH 1HEY DID NOT, Joan is
capable of making a radst statement without being actively r:acist), then God help you. God help
you because those who do not
challenge prominence and authority- however respectable, will live
to see it challenged and have to live
vvith themselves afterwards. Be my
guest. Isn't it ironic that those with
the most power cry the loudest,
quickest to yell fire when their po-

sition is questioned? If anything
good comes out of the ''poster controversy'' it will be this: that you
take it when I call you on your shit
and I will take it when you call me
on mine. That you learn to read
'The Writing On The Wall" and
stay tuned. The rest is a real long
haul.
Sure, I shot the sheriff but I did
not shoot the deputy. Go figure.

Jennette Montalvo, '91

Please note:portionsof this letter had
tobeeditedoutduetospaeeconstraints.
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* Distinguished Guest Lecturer Series. Gregory Mankiw, Professor of

Non-denominational service. Join in worship with your fellow theists.
Bard Chapel at 7·7:30p.

Economics at Harvard. Jerome Levy lnstittute, 4p.

*

* German Table In Kllne•s College Room S:JOp. ·

Student Center Movies! See "Equinox Flower" directed by Yoshiro Ozu. Old
Gym, 7p for non-smokers and 9p for smokers.

*

Arts Division Faculty Colloquium. Daron Hagen will discuss and present
excerpts from his new opera about Frank Lloyd Wright, Shining Brow. Black Center,
6:30p.

*

*

To see or not to see ••• Forsooth, "Hamlet" doth play in the Scene
ShoppeTheatre. Written by William Shakespeare and directed by Christopher Markle.
Bard Theater at 8p, Matinee at Jp.

VIctorian Studies Organizational Meeting .. All students interested in this
new cross-disciplinary program are invited to attend a meeting to discuss curricular
offerings as well as extracurricular events. Bring ideas for speakers, outings, readings and
films. 7p In Olin 102. Questions? Contact Profs. d'Albertis or Dewsnap.

*

MONDAY. MARCH 22

*

* Women s Center Meeting at 6p In Kllne•s Committee Room. (March is
*family.
ALANONIACOA. An anonymous program for persons who grew up in an alcoholic Women's History Month).
Third Floor of Aspinwall, B:30-9:30p.
* Observer Meeting. Write, take pictures, draw cartoons or wear silly hats made of
* Barel Joumal of Social Sciences. Come to our editorial and informational
1

meeting. In the Moonroom (Olin) B:J:Op. Everyone interested in ~tributing to
the Journal is welcome.

*

THURSDAY. MARCH 18

* Open House

*

newspaper at 6::10p In the basement of Tewksbury.

* BA.GLE Meeting. Bisexuals, Activists, Gays, Lesbians, Et. al. will meet each week .

at 7p In the Club Room In the Old Cym.
!~

Conversation and refreshments with Leon Botstein at 4p In the
Presldefttls House.

*

Tavola ltallana: Conversation 4:30-5:30p.; Italian Table 5:30-6:30 In
Kllne•s Presldent•s Room Every Thursday.

* Russian Table In kline's College Room, 5p-6:30p.
* Sb.ldent Art Show. Bring your work Proctor Art Center from 5:30 to
to

7:30p or leave it in the small center room of Proctor and we will hang it for you. The
show runs until March 31. All are welcome.

* ACOA Meeting. Adult Children of Alcoholics meets In Red Hook, 50 South

Broadway at Bp. Contact Jeff Huang at ext. 539 in the Career Development Office
for more information.

*

Da Capo Chamber Players Salute to American Composer Elliott Carter, as he
celebrates his 85th birthday. Program will also include works by Ruth Crawford secger,
Charles Ives, Geoffredo Petrassi and others., Preconcert talk begins 45 minutes before the
performance at 8p In Olin Auditorium.

*

Cultural Perspectives Lecture Series~ Barbara Haskell will discuss the recent
Whitney Museum retrospective of minimalist Agnes Martin. Olin Auditorium, Bp
Barbara Haskell has been curator of the Whitney Museum since 1975.

*

*

AWE Meeting. Air, Water and Earth meets each week to discuss relevant
environmental issues at tip In Albee Social.

*

SMACES Meeting. Sexual Minorities Aligned for Community Education and
. Support will meet each week at 7:30p In the Oub Room In the Old Gym.

*

FRIDAY. MARCH 19

* :

*

Sweaters to be sold. Quality wool cable-knit sweaters from Kim Jacques. Look
outside Kline.

*

student Center Movies! Kick back and watch the Film Committee's
presentation of "After Hours" Directed byHonorary Bard Doctorate, Martin Scorsese. But
wait, there's more: an early Scorsese short entitled "What's a Nice Girl Like You doing In
a Place Like This?" Old Gym, 7p for non·smoken and 9p for smokers.

*

*

SATURDAY. MARCH 20

* .

Distinguished Sdentlst Lecture See immunochemist Elvin A. Kabat give a
lecture entitled"Antibody and T-cell Receptor Specificity and Sturcture-What is New in
Hypervariable Regions." Olin Audltolrum at Jp. Dr. Kabat is the Higgins Professor
Emeritus of Microbiology.

*

To see or not to see ••• Forsooth, "Hamletu doth play in the Scene ShoppeTheatre.
Written by William Shakespeare and directed by Christopher Markle. Bard Theater
at Bp. Production runs through Tuesday, March 23rd.

*

SUNDAY. MARCH 21

* .·

* Le•m Chapel tunes. Spiritual fulfillment through song. Bard Chapel at 6·

111·

-

TUESDAY. MARCH 23

i*

* Christian Fellowship Meeting. Bible study, prayer and spiritual nourishment.
In the Bard Chapel, 7:30p.

*

WEDNESDAY. MA

* German Table In Kllne•s College Room 5:30p.
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*

*

ALANONIACOA. An anonymous program for persons who grew up in an
alcoholic family. Third Floor of Aspinwall, 8:30-9:30p.

SHUTTLE VAN SCHEDULE

